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1. INTRODUCTION 
Differential-algebraic equations (DAEs) 
j-(x’(t), x(t), t) = 0, (1.1) 
where f is smooth and the partial Jacobian f:(y, x, t) is everywhere 
singular but has constant rank, are of special interest in view of various 
applications. In particular, the system 
u’(t) + F(o(t), u(t), t) - Iq(u(t), t)‘w(t) = 0 (1.2a) 
u’(t) - u(t) = 0 (1.2b) 
H(u(t), t) = 0 (1.2c) 
describes a constrained dynamical motion, where w(t) represents a vector 
of Lagrangian multipliers, (1.2~) contains the constraints, and (1.2a), (1.2b) 
correspond to the first kind Lagrangian equation which is originally a 
second-order ordinary differential equation (ODE). Surely, if generalized 
coordinates satisfying a priori the constraints are available, the second kind 
Lagrangian equation calculus leads to a regular ODE instead of the system 
(1.2), which may be treated numerically very well. However, the procedure 
of finding appropriate generalized coordinates seems not to be realizable 
automatically whereas models of the form (1.2) may be carried out by 
formal manipulations using, e.g., Cartesian coordinates. This is why 
systems (1.2) are taken up again. 
On the other hand, the behaviour of (1.1) resp. (1.2) is also of purely 
theoretical interest. 
Constant coefficient equations 
Ax’(t)+Bx(t)=q(t) 
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as well as the so-called transferable or uniformly index-l equations ( 1.1 )
are understood very well (e.g., [l-4]). But even for linear nontransferable 
equations 
A(t)x’(t) + B(t)x(t)= q(t) (1.4) 
with continuous coefficients, a general criterion in terms of the coefficient 
A, B for the homogeneous equation to have a finite-dimensional solution 
space is missing up to now. 
Some work is done for the so-called index-2-tractable DAEs (e.g., 
[4, 51). In particular, Marz [S] provides a simple matrix criterion in terms 
of fl(y, x, t), f:(y, x, t) to test whether (1.1) is index-2-tractable. 
Moreover, it is shown how to state initial conditions properly. It should be 
mentioned that index-2-tractable DAEs generally lead to ill-posed initial 
value problems since the respective maps have no continuous inverses. This 
causes difficulties in the numerical treatment (e.g., [6, 7,4]). 
The present paper provides the notion of index-3-tractability. Again, 
index-3-tractability leads the homogeneous equation (1.4) to have a linite- 
dimensional space of solutions. Moreover, linear DAEs (1.4) having the 
global index 3 in the sense of Gear and Petzold [S] as well as nonlinear 
equations of index 3 defined by reduction methods [3,9] are shown to be 
index-3-tractable. In particular, the system (1.2) considered, e.g., in [9, lo] 
becomes index-3-tractable under lower smoothness conditions. 
A matrix criterion for testing index-3-tractability of (1.1) in terms of 
f;(y, x, t), f!Jv, x, t) is given. Further, solvability statements are proved, 
and it is shown how to provide consistent initial values. Again, initial value 
problems become ill-posed since the admissible for solvability right-hand 
sides in (1.4) form a proper nonclosed subset within the space of the 
continuous functions. 
The paper is split into sections entitled as follows: 
- Solvability of linear index-3-tractable DAEs 
- Index-3-tractability and global index 3 
- A matrix criterion of index-3-tractability for nonlinear DAEs. 
2. SOLVABILITY OF LINEAR INDEX-j-TRACTABLE DAEs 
Let N denote the set of all ordered pairs {A, B} of continuous matrix 
functions A, B: [to, T] + L(R”) the first matrix A of which has a smooth 
nullspace. Denote by Q E C’( [to, T], L(R”)) a projector function onto 
ker(A( .)), P := I- Q. Clearly, A = AP holds then. 
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We are concerned with linear DAEs 
Ax’+Bx=q (2.1) 
the coefficients of which form a pair {A, B} belonging to N. Write shortly 
C := C([to, r], R”), C’ := C’( [to, r], R”), and introduce the Banach 
space {C /I. II ), 
C:=(xEC:PxEC1}, 
b-II := II-4 cc + II(Px co’ x E c. 
The set C as well as its topology is independent of the special choice of the 
projector function Q. 
Introducing the map 9l: C + C, 
%x := A((Px)’ - P’x) + Bx, XEC, (2.2) 
we may reformulate the DAE (2.1) as 2Ix= q. XE C is called a solution of 
(2.1) if YIx=q is satisfied (cf. [4]). 
For {A, B} E N we define 
G1 :=A+BQ, (2.3) 
A, :=A+(B-AP’)Q=G,-AP’Q, (2.4) 
G1:=A1+BPQ,, (2.5) 
A,:=A,+(B-A,(PP,)‘)PQ,=G2-AA(PP1)’PQl, (2.6) 
G3:=Az+(B-A,(PP1)‘)PPlQ2, (2.7) 
where Q, denotes a projector function onto ker(A,( .)), Pi :=I- Ql for 
i= 1, 2. 
When using A2, G,, we always assume PP, to be continuously differen- 
tiable. 
It should be mentioned that Gi(t) is nonsingular if and only if Ai is 
[4, Theorem A.131. Moreover, the nonsingularity of Ai( G,(t) does not 
depend on the special choice of the projector functions. 
DEFINITION. Assume tA, B > E N. 
1. The DAE (2.1) is called transferable or index-l-tractable if G,(t) 
remains nonsingular for all t E [to, T]. 
2. The DAE (2.1) is called index-2-tractable if G,(t) is singular but 
G*(t) is nonsingular for all t. 
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3. The DAE (2.1) is called index-3-tractable if G,(t), G,(t) are 
singular but G,(t) is nonsingular for all t. Thereby, PP, is assumed to be 
continuously differentiable. 
Remarks. 1. If (2.1) is transferable then we have (e.g., [4]) 
im(2I) = C, dim(ker(2l)) = dim(im(P(t,))). Thus, Cu is Fredholm trivially. 
Using properly formulated initial or boundary conditions, the linear map 
representing the related initial resp. boundary value problem becomes a 
homeomorphism. 
2. In case of an index-2-tractable DAE, assuming Q,,, := 
Q,G,‘BPE C’( [to, T], L(R”)), we obtain (cf. [S]) 
im(2I)= {qEC: Q,,,TG;lq~C’) 
dim(ker(%)) = dim(im(P(t,)P,,,(t,))), 
where P ,,S :=I- Q,,,. Note that Q,,,(t) is that projection onto ker(A,(t)) 
which is taken along the canonical subspace 
S,(t) := {ZERO: B(t)P(t)zEim(A,(t))}. 
Q,,,, P,,, are called canonical projections. 
Now im(%) is a proper nonclosed subset within C that causes 2I to be no 
longer Fredholm. Moreover, even if the initial or boundary conditions are 
stated properly, the linear continuous map representing the initial resp. 
boundary value problem does not become a homeomorphism since the 
inverse is not continuous. Thus, initial or boundary value problems in 
index-Ztractable DAEs are ill-posed within this framework. 
We are going to show a similar result as quoted in Remark 2 also for 
index-3-tractable DAEs. 
The subspaces 
N(t) := ker(d(t)), Ni(t) := ker(A,(t)), i= 1, 2, 
S(t) := {zER”‘: B(t)zEim(A(t))}, 
S,(t) := {zER”: B(t)P(t)zEim(A,(t))}, 
S,(t) := {zER”: B(t) P(t)P,(t)zEim(A,(t))} 
(2.8) 
are called canonical subspaces of (2.1). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let (2.1) be index-3-tractable. 
1. Then the decomposition R” = N2(t) @ S,(t) is true for every 
tg Cto, Tl. 
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2. The matrix 
represents the projection of R” onto Nz(t) along S,(t). 
Proof The assertions are consequences of [4, Theorem A. 13, Lem- 
ma A.143. m 
For the DAE (2.1) with {A, B} E N we have the following situations: 
1. (2.1) is a regular ODEoN( (0) for all t. 
2. (2.1) is a transferable DAEoN(t)# {0}, N(t)nS(t)= (0) for 
all t. 
3. (2.1) is index-2-tractableoN(t)# (O}, N(t)nS(t)# {0}, N,(t)n 
S,(t)= (0) for all t. 
4. (2.1) is index-3-tractable o N(t) # (O}, N(t) n S(t) # (O}, N,(t) n 
S,(t)# {0}, N,(t)nS,(t)= (0) for all t. 
LEMMA 2.2. N,(t) n S,(t) = (0) implies 
N(t) n N,(t) = {O), N,(t) n N2(f) = (0). 
Proof We drop the argument t for simplicity. 
For z E N, n N, we have BPP, z = 0, thus z E S, n NZ, consequently z = 0. 
On the other hand, zENnN, leads to Qrz=z, Pz=O, AZz=A1z+ 
(B-A,(PP,)‘) PQ,z=O, i.e., ZEN,~N~. 1 
COROLLARY 2.3. Apart from the smoothness of PQ,, the projector func- 
tion QI may be chosen in such a way that the identity 
Q,(t)Q(t)=O (2.10) 
is true if (2.1) is index-3-tractable. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let (2.1) be index-3-tractable. Assume Q, to satisfy 
(2.10), and Q2 to be the canonical projector function onto Nz along S1. 
Suppose 
Q,, Q,E C'(Cto, Tl, UWh 
Q,Q,E C2(Ct,, Tl, W”)), (2.11) 
Q,G;‘(B-A,(PP,)‘)PP,P,EC’(C~,, Tl,UR”)). 
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Then 
im(‘LI)={q~C:Q,G~1q~C’,Q,P,G3~1q+Q,Qz(PP,QzG~’q)‘~C’~. 
2. The initial value problem 
Ax’+Bx=q, P(ro)Pl(to)P2(to)(x(t,) -a) = 0 (2.12) 
is uniquely solvable on C for every a E R”, q E im(9l). 
3. The fundamental solution matrix X defined by 
AX’ + BX= 0, P(to)Pl(to)P2(to)(X(tO) - 1) = 0 
has the property 
(2.13) 
ker(X(t)) = ker(P(to)Pl(to)P2(to)). (2.14) 
4. dim(ker(2l))=dim(im(P(t,)P,(t,)P,(t,))). 
Remark. It may be shown that Q, :=Q,G,‘(B-A,(PP,)‘)P 
represents the projector function mapping pointwisely onto N,(t) along 
the subspace (zER’? (B(t)-A,(t)(PP,)‘(t))P(t)zEim(G,(t)P,(t))}. From 
this point of view, assumption (2.1 l), i.e., &P, P, E C’( [to, T], L(R”)), 
seems to be not even restrictive. 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. The matrix G3(f) defined by (2.7) is everywhere 
nonsingular. The special choice of the projector functions Q,, Q2 implies 
Q,Q=O (cf. (2.10)), PP, = PP,P, 
Qz=QzG~l{B-A,(PP,)‘}PP, (cf. (2.9)), 
Q2Q, =O, 
Q2Q=Q2G;‘(B-A,(PP,)‘)P(~-Q,,Q=O. 
Moreover, PP, P, = PP, P, P is a projector function again. 
1. Let x E C be given, q := ‘?lx, i.e., 
A(Px)‘+(B-AP’)x=q. 
Using the matrix (2.4) we reformulate (2.15) to 
A,{P(Px)‘+Qx}+(B-AP’)Px=q. 
Since AP’P = 0, PP1 P = PP, , 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
P(Px)‘= PP,(Px)‘+ PQl(Px)‘= (PP,x)‘- (PP,)‘Px+ PQ,(Px)‘, 
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we may write (2.16) as 
A,{(PP,x)‘+PQ,(Px)‘+Qx) + B,Px=q, 
where B, := B-A,(PP,)‘. Clearly, this is the same as (cf. (2.6)) 
&{P,(PP,x)‘+P,PQ,(Px)‘+P,Qx+Q,x)+B,PP,x=q (2.17) 
or 
G~{P~P,(PP,x)‘+P~P,PQ,(Px)‘+P~P,Qx+PzQ,x+Q,x) 
+B,PP,P,x=q. (2.18) 
Using the identities 
PzP,PQ,= -QQ,, PzP,Q=Q, P,Q, =QI, 
we decompose (2.18) into two parts by multiplying by PIG;’ and Q2G;‘, 
respectively. This leads to 
P,Pl(PP,x)‘-QQ,(Px)‘+Qx+Q,x=P2G;1(-B1PP,P2x+q), 
Q2x= -Q2G;‘BlPP,P,x+Q,G;‘q=Q,G;‘q. 
(2.19) 
Multiplying the first equation in (2.19) by PP,, QPl, and Q,, respectively, 
and taking into account the identities 
PP,PzP,=PP,P2, PP, QQ, = 0, PP,Q=O, PP, Q, =O, 
PP,P2P,PP,=PP,Pz, 
QP,PxP, = QP,P,, QPIQQI =QQ,, QP,Q=Q, QPIQ, =O, 
QP,Pzf’,PP, = -QP, Qz> 
Q,PzP, = -Q,Qzy Q, QQ, =O> Q,Q=O> 
QIPzPIPPI = -Q,Q,> 
PZG;lBIPP,Pz=G;‘B,PPIP, 
we obtain 
(PP,Pzx’)-(PP,P,)‘PP,x= -PP,G;‘BIPPIP,x+ PP,P,G;‘q, 
(-QP,Qzx)‘-(QP,P2)‘PP,x-(QQ,x,‘+(QQ,,’px+Qx 
= - QP1 G,‘B, PP, P,x + QP, P,G;‘q, (2.20) 
(-Q,QzxY+(Q,Qd’PP,x+Q,x= -Q,G1’BIPP,Pzx+Q,PzG;‘q, 
Qs = QzG;‘q. 
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The representation (2.20) shows that 
has to be true. Furthermore, since 
Q,x=Q,PxEC’, Q,G,-‘B,PP,P,EC’, 
PP,P,x=PP,P,PxEc’, 
Q’ Q2 E C*, PP, x = PP, Px E C’, the third equation in (2.20) yields 
Q,fW3-‘q+ (Q,Qzx)’ 
= Q,f’zG’q+ (Q,Q,Gi-‘q)’ 
=Q,PzG,‘q+(Q,Q,PP,Q2G,‘q)’ 
=Q,P,G,‘q+(Q,Q,,‘PP,Q2G;‘q+Q,Q,(PP,Q,G,’q)’, 
hence Q,P2G;‘q+Q’Q,(PP’Q2G;‘q)‘eC’. 
In this way we showed the inclusion 
im(%)rW:={q~C:Q2G<‘q~C1,Q’P2G;‘q 
+QlQ,(pf’,Q2G,‘q)‘~ Cl). 
On the other hand, from (2.20) we derive the uniqueness of the solutions 
of (2.12). 
2. Now, for arbitrary given q E W, a E R”, we construct a solution of 
(2.12). By this, the first two assertions will be verified completely. The idea 
how to proceed is supplied by the representation (2.20) again. 
First we solve the ordinary initial value problem 
y’-(PP,P2)‘y+PP’P2G~‘B’y=PP’PZG~1q+(PP’Pz)’PP,Q,G;‘q, 
Y(b) = P(hJP,(~,)P*(kJ~. 
(2.21) 
Multiplying (2.21) by the projector function I- PP, P, yields 
((I-PP,P,)y)‘+(PP,P,)‘(Z-PP,P,)y=O. 
Sincey(t,)-P(t,)P,(I,)P,(t,)y(t,)=O,thefunction(I-PP,P,Iysatisfies 
a homogeneous ordinary initial value problem. Hence (I- PP, P2) y 
vanishes identically, thus 
Y(f) = P(~)P,(t)P*(t)Y(t), (2.22) 
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i.e., the solution of (2.21) is completely kept in the subspace generated by 
PP, P, if it starts there. 
Next we introduce 
z:= -Q,G%Y-(QIQJY +QlQ,(Pp,QzG,‘q)‘+Q,P,G,‘q. 
(2.23) 
Since (QlQJ’y=(Q,Q2)‘PPlPzy= -QIQ,(PP,P,)‘y, the identity 
z=Q,z (2.24) 
follows immediately from (2.23). Clearly, z E C’ is true. 
We continue defining v E C, 
~:=(QZ)‘-(QQI,‘~PZ+PP,Q,G;‘~+Y~+(QP,P,)’~PP,Q,G;‘~+Y} 
+QP,P,G;‘~+(QP,Q~G;‘~)‘-QP,G;‘B,Y. (2.25) 
For v the relation 
Pv=O (2.26) 
is true. Namely, compute 
Pv=P(Qz)‘-P(QQl)‘{Pz+PP,Q,G,‘q+y} 
+P(QP,P,)‘(PP,Q*G31q+~)+P(QP~Q2G;1q)’ 
= -P(QQ,)‘(PP,QZG3’q+y) +P(QP,f’J’Pf’,QdK’q 
+ P(QP,PJY + P(QP, QzG’q)’ 
= -P(QQ,)‘PP,P,y+P(QP,P~)‘PP,P~y-P(QQ,)’PPIQ~G;lq 
+ P(QP, QzG; ‘d’ + P(QP, Pd’PP, QzG; ‘4 
= -P(QQ,PP,P,Y)‘+P(QP,P,PP,P~Y)‘-P(QQ,PP,Q~G~’~)’ 
+P(QP,Q*G;‘q,‘-~‘QP,P,PP,Q~G~‘q 
= P(QPl Q2G,‘q)’ + P’QP, Q2G;‘q = 0. 
Finally, for x := y + PP, Q2G; ‘q + Pz + v E C we derive Px = 
y+PP,Q2G;‘q+PzEC1. Hence XEC. 
Clearly, x satisfies the initial condition of (2.12), i.e., 
P(to)P,(to)P2(to)(X(to) - a) 
= P(~O)Pl(~O)P,(~O)(Y(t,) -a) 
‘Y(b) - p(h)pl(4J)P*(4J~ = 0. 
By inserting into the DAE we may show x to satisfy the DAE in fact. 
409/140/l-13 
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3. The fundamental solution matrix X is composed of parts corre- 
sponding to (2.21), (2.23) as well as (2.25). 
More precisely, we have 
x= P+PZ+ v, (2.27) 
where y := YP(t,)P,(t,)P,(t,), Y denotes the fundamental solution matrix 
of the ODE (2.21), i.e., 
Y’-(PP,P,)‘Y+PP,P2G,‘B,Y=0, Y(kJ = L 
Z:= -{QlP,G;‘B,+(QlQz,‘}ii, 
V:=(QZ)‘-(QQ,)‘{PZ+ P)+(QP,P,)‘P-QP,P,G,‘B,j? 
Thereby, the identities 
P=PP,P,F, Z=Q,Z V=QV 
are true. Compute 
tQZ,‘-tQQ,,‘{PZ+ ~}=(QZ,‘-(QQlPZ,‘+QQ,tPZ,‘-tQQ,,’P 
= QQ,(PZ)‘- (QQ,,’ f? 
(PZ)‘=(PQ,Z)‘=(M~)‘=M’P+M~’ 
=M’P+M((PP,P,)‘-PP,P,G;‘B,}F, 
where M:= -PQl{QlP2G;1B1+(Q,Q,)‘}. Further we derive 
X= P+ My+ QV 
= P+MP+QQ,{M’+M(PP,PJ’-MPP,PzG;‘B,}P 
- Q(QQl)’ F+ Q(QP, Pz)’ y-QP, P,G;‘B, F 
= P+M?+QQl{M’+M(PP,P,)‘-MPP,P,G;‘B,}P 
+ QQ,(PP, P2)’ F- QP, P,(PP, Pz)’ F-- QP, P,G, ‘B, F 
= (I+ N) P= (I+ NPP, P2) F, 
where 
N := Mf QQ,(,--> + (QQ, - QPl P*}(PP, Pz)’ QP, P,G;‘B,. 
Because of PP, P,Q = 0, PP, P,PQI = 0 we have PP, P,N = 0, and the 
matrix 
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remains nonsingular for all t. The resulting expression 
makes clear that the last two assertions in Theorem 2.4 are true. 1 
COROLLARY 2.5. The fundamental solution matrix satisfies the identity 
JYt)P,(t)PAt)Wt) - Y(t)P(t,)P,(t,)P*(t,), 
COROLLARY 2.6. 1. im(%) is nonclosed within C. 
2. 2l is not Fredholm. 
3. The initial value problem (2.12) is essentially ill-posed in Tikhonov’s 
sense because the continuous linear map II?!: C + C x im(P( to) P,( tO)P2( to)), 
f?x := (ax, P(t0)PI(t,,)P2(t0)x(t0)), representing the initial value problem, 
does not have a continuous inverse. 
COROLLARY 2.7. Let (2.1) be index-3-tractable, P, PI, P2~ C’([t,, T], 
LW”)). 
Assume QI(t) to satisfy (2.10), and Q,(t) to be the canonical projection 
onto N,(t) along S,(t). Then the homogeneous ZVP 
Ax’+Bx=O, P(t,)P,(t,)P,(t,)x(t,)=O 
has only the trivial solution. 
Proof To derive the system (2.20), the conditions of Corollary 2.7 are 
sufficient. Now, for q = 0, (2.20) implies x = 0 immediately. 1 
EXAMPLE. Consider (2.1) with the coefficients 
A(t)- [’ Z O-l, B(t)r [‘:’ ;; K:“]. 
where L,HEC([&, T], L(R’)), K~c([t,,, T],L(R’,R”)), sdr, m=2r+s, 
K(t)K(t)TE L(R”) nonsingular for all t, K+KE C1([to, T], L(R’)), 
Kf :=~@(K+)- 1. 
First we choose 
- 
Q= 
0 . 
[ . 
0 
Z 
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and compute 
Clearly, we have Q, Q = 0, PP, E C’( [to, 7’1, L(R”)). Using this we obtain 
G*c[T;K 1 fl. 
[ 
(I-K+K)(K+K)' 
AP,(PQ, )' = 1 > 
A~=~~-A,(~~~)'P~,=~~+AP,(P~,)~=~~~ 8 f], 
where z:= L+(K+K)'. Now we choose 
K+K-(I-K+K)EKfK 0 
KfK 0 3 
-(KKT'K(z+ZK+K) 0 1 
so that Q2QI =O, Q2Q=0. 
For the canonical subspaces we find the relations S(t) = S,(t) = S,(t), 
N(t) c S(t), N,(t) c S(t), N*(f) n S(t) = (0). Consequently, our special 
DAE is index-3-tractable. 
The matrix function 
I+ZK+K -Z(I-K+K)L"K+K+HK+K KT 
G,= -K+K I+(I-K+K)LK+K 0 
0 K 0 1 
has the inverse 
(I- K+K) -(I-(I-K+K)E)K+K (I-(I-K+K)(E+E))K+ 
c;‘= 0 I-K+K (I- (I- K+K)Z)K+ , 
(KK=)-‘K (KIT*)-‘K(I+L)K+K -(KK=)-‘K(I+E+L)K+ 1 
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where E:=H-&I--K+K)I. Hence 
[ 
K+K K+K 0 
QIG,'(B-A,(PP,)')P= 0 0 0 1 3 
-(KKT)-'K -(KKT)-'K 0 
Q,G,‘(B-A,(PP,)‘)PP,P,=O. 
Moreover, since we may verify that 
Q~=Q~G;'(B-AI(PP,)')PP, 
is valid, our projection function Q, is even the canonical one. 
Thus, assumption (2.11) in Theorem 2.4 is satisfied trivially. Compute 
To satisfy the smoothness conditions for Qi , Q2, Qi Q2 demanded in 
Theorem 2.4 we need some additional smoothness for K and L. In par- 
ticular, KE C2( [to, T], L(R’, R”)), L E C’( [to, T], L(R’)) will do. 
Finally, we have 
[ 
I-K'K (I-K+K),?K+K 0 
PP,Pz= 0 I-K+K 0 . 
0 0 0 1 
Thus we know the initial value problem 
o'+Lv+Hu+KTw=f 
u'--o=g 
Ku=h 
(Z-K(f,)+K(f,))((u(t,)-a) 
+ hdK(hJ+ K(b)(u(fo) - PI> = 0 
(I- K(b)+ K(kJM4,) - B) = 0 
where 
x:=[;], + +q, 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
to be formulated properly. 
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3. INDEx-~-TRA~~AB~LITY AND GLOBAL INDEX 3 
Gear and Petzold [S] introduce the global index to generalize the well- 
known matrix pencil characterization of linear constant coefficient DAEs. 
DEFINITION. Equation (2.1) is called a DAE having the global index k, 
if matrix functions FE C’( [to, T], L(R"')), EE C( [to, T], L(R")), E(t), F(t) 
nonsingular for all t exist so that the transformation x = Fy in (2.1) and 
scaling by E lead to the DAE in canonical normal form 
Jy’+By=q, (3.1) 
where 
A” :=EAF= I [ 1 J’ B:=EBF+EAF’= 
J is a constant nilpotent Jordan block matrix of Riesz index k, i.e., J’ = 0, 
Jkpl#O. 
In the following we show DAEs having the global index 3 to be index- 
3-tractable. 
THEOREM 3.1. Tractability with index 3, where PQl E C’( [ to, T], 
L(R")) for a Q1 satisfying (2.10), remains invariant under scaZings of (2.1) 
by E E C( [to, T], L(R")), E(t) nonsingular everywhere, as well as under 
transformations x = Fy, FE C’( [to, T], L(R"')), F(t) nonsigular for all t. 
Proof: From [S, Theorem 2.51, we quote the relations & = F- ‘QF, 
A”, = EA, F, Q, = F-‘Q, F. Let (2.1) be index-3-tractable, Q, Q = 0, 
PQ, E C’( [to, T], L(R")). Choose Q, to be the canonical projection onto 
N, along S, (cf. (2.8)). Obviously, 
@, = Fp’PQ, PFE C’( [to, T-J, L(Rm)), 
&Q=F-IQ,QF=~. 
Further we compute 
A2 := A”, + (6 A”,(HB,)‘)BQ, 
=EA,F+E(A-A,PP,)F’F-‘PQ,F-EA,F(F-’)’PP,PQ,F. 
Since PP,PQ,=O, A,P=A, A,P,P=A it follows that 
A2 = EA,F+ EAQ,F’F-‘PQ,F 
= EA,F+ EA,P, PQ,F’F-‘PQ,F 
= EA,(Z+ P, PQ, F’F-‘PQ,}F. (3.2) 
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The matrix function I + P, PQl F’F- ‘PQ, is nonsingular; I- P, PQ, 
F’F-‘PQ, is the inverse. Hence 
fi2 = Fp’(Z- P, PQ, F’F-‘PQ,)N2. (3.3) 
On the other hand, 
3, = Fp ‘S, (3.4) 
is true since 
S,(t) := {zER”‘: B(t)P(t)P,(t)z~im(~,(t))} 
= {zER”: B(t)P(t)P,(t)F(‘(t)z 
+A(t)F’(t)F(t)-‘P(t)P,(t)F(t)z~im(A,(t))} 
= {zER? Z?(t)P(t)P,(t)F(t)z~im(A,(t))). 
Clearly, the matrices A”,(t), AZ(t) are singular since A r(t), A,(t) are so. It 
remains to show the nonsingularity of G,(t), or, equivalently, the relation 
IV*(t) n S,(t) = (0). 
For more shortness we drop the argument t in the following. For 
zEfi,n$, w :=FztzRm we have 
WE&, w+P,PQ,F’F~‘PQ,wEN~. 
Hence, on the one hand, 
BPP, w E im(A,), BPP,w+AI(PP,)‘PP,wEim(A,), 
i.e., B, PPI w = A 2 y for a y E R”, y = P, y. This leads to 
(A,+B,PP,QJy+Qzw)= -B,PP,Pzw, 
or, equivalently, 
y+Q,w= -G;‘BPP,P,w. 
Now it follows that 
Q,w= -Q,G,‘BPP,P,w= -Q2P,w=0. 
On the other hand, 
w=P2w= -P,PIPQ,F’Fp’PQ,w 
implies Ql w = 0 since Q, P2 P, PQl = 0. Consequently, w = 0, z = 0 are true 
in fact. 1 
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For the DAE (3.1) in canonical normal form we compute 
Q = diag(0, QJ). 
2, = G, = diag(Z, J+ Q,), 
0, = diag(O, Q,. ,I, 
a2 = c’2 = diag( I, J + Q, + P, QJ,, ), 
0, = diag(O, QJ,2)T 
G3 = diag(A J+ Q,+ PJQJ,, + f’,,, Qd 
(3.5) 
where QJy Q,,,, QJ,* are constant projections onto ker( J), ker( J+ QJ), 
ker( J + Q, + P,Q,, i ), respectively. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let JE L(R”) be a nilpotent matrix of Riesz index k > 1, i.e., 
Jk = 0, Jk - ’ # 0. Denote 
J, := J, J, :=J+Q,, J, := J, +P,Q,,, 
J, :=J,+P,P,,,Q,.,, 
where QJ, Q,, 1, QJ.* are projections of R" onto the nullspaces of J, J,, JZ, 
respectively. Then 
1. k = 1 if and only if J, is nonsingular. 
2. k = 2 if and only tj’J, is singular but J2 nonsingular. 
3. k = 3 if and only if J, , J, are singular but J, is nonsingular. 
Proof: The first assertion is a consequence of [4, Theorem A.131. The 
proof of the second one is contained in that of [S, Theorem 2.61. 
Let us turn to the last case. For shortness we drop the index J of the 
projections. 
First, we assume k = 3, i.e., J3 = 0, J2 # 0. Then J1, J2 are singular. It 
remains to show the nonsingularity of J3. By [4, Theorem A.131, J3 is 
nonsingular if and only if S,z n NJ,2 = { 0 >, where NJ, 2 := ker(J,), 
S J,2 := {z E R": PP, z E im(Jz)}. For u E S,,, n NJ,2 we have simply 
Ju+Qv+PQ,v=O, (3.6) 
PP,v= Jw+ Qw+ PQ, w for a WE R”, w= P,w. Therefore, using that 
(J+ Q) Q, = 0 is true, we derive 
JPP,o=J2w+JQ,w=J2w-QQ,w, J*PP, v = 0. 
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On the other hand, (3.6) implies J2PQ1 u = 0. Hence J*u = 0, JPJv = 0, 
further PJv = 0. Multiplying (3.6) by P yields 
PJv+ PQ,v=O, i.e., PQ 1 u = 0. 
Using (3.6) again, we find that Jo + Qu = 0, i.e., J, u = 0 is true. Therefore, 
we have u=Qlv, Pv=PQ,v=O, Qv= -Jv= -JPv=O, i.e., v=O. Conse- 
quently, J, has to be nonsingular. 
Now, assuming J,, J2 to be singular and J3 to be nonsingular, we show 
that k = 3 has to be valid. From the first two assertions we conclude k > 3. 
In the following we show that for k > 3, J, becomes singular. Thus, we 
assume k > 3, i.e., J3 # 0. Then, there are nontrivial x0 E N, x1, x2, xj E im(P) 
so that Jx, = 0, Jx, = xi- 1, i = 1,2,3. 
Since (J+ Q)(xl - x0) = Jx, - x0 = 0, we obtain that 
x, -x0 E ker(J,), Q,(x,-x,)=x1-xc,. 
For u:=x,-x,+PIx,#O we compute JIo=JIP,x2=Jlx2=Jx2=x,, 
J2u=J,u+PQ1u=x,+P(xo-x,)=0, i.e., vcNJ.2, and further 
PP,v= PP,xz, 
J2(P,x3-x2+x1-x0)=Jlx3-J,x*+PQ,(-x2+x,-x0) 
=Jx,-Jx,-PQ,x,+P(x,-x,) 
=x2-xl-PQ,x2+x, 
=Px,-PQ,x,=PP,x,=PP,v, 
i.e., vE S,,,. Consequently the nontrivial u belongs to N,,, n S,,, i.e., J, is 
singular. 1 
THEOREM 3.3. If (2.1) has the global index 3 then this DAE is index-3- 
tractable, whereby Q, may be chosen so that (2.10) holds as well as 
Ql E C’Wo. Tl, W”)). 
Proof. Suppose (2.1) to have the global index 3 and (3.1) to be the 
canonical normal form of (2.1). For the canonical normal form DAE we 
choose &, Q1, 2,) J2, G, as described in (3.5). Thereby we choose QJ , so 
that Q,, Q, = 0 holds. Using the relations Q = FaF- ‘, Q, = F&F- i (cf. 
Theorem 3.1), and taking into account that Q, &, are constant, we know 
Q, Q, to be continuously differentiable. Moreover, Q, Q = F& eFp ’ = 0. 
By Lemma 3.2, the canonical normal form (3.1) of the DAE (2.1) is 
index-3-tractable. Finally, Theorem 3.1 leads the DAE (2.1) itself also to be 
indes-3-tractable. 1 
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Note that for a DAE having the global index 3 we may choose 
Qz = (z+D)FQ,F- ‘(Z-D), 
where D := P, PQl F’F--‘PQ,. 
4. A MATRIX CRITERION OF INDEX-~-TRACTABILITY FOR NONLINEAR DAEs 
Let us turn to the nonlinear equation 
j-(X’(~), x(t), t) = 0, tE Cto, T1, (4.1) 
where the functionf: R” x R” x R --) R” is assumed to satisfy condition (A) 
in [S, Sect. 31. Besides some natural smoothess, this assumption (A) means 
that the nullspace of the Jacobian fi(y, x, 1) is independent of (y, x) and 
depends smoothly on t. Denote 
N(t) := ker(f;( y, x, t)). (4.2) 
Q E C’( [to, T], L(R”)) denotes always a projector function onto 
N,P:=I-Q. 
The map 2X: C + C, 
(%x)(t) :=“f((Px)‘(t) - P’(f) X(f), X(f), f), XED, (4.3 1 
is defined on an open set D c C then. Moreover, (A) implies ‘!2l to be con- 
tinuously Frechet differentiable on D. 
For each x* ED the equation %‘(x,)x = q represents a linear DAE the 
coefficient pair of which belongs to N. 
DEFINITION. Let (A) be satisfied. 
The DAE (4.1) is called index-3-tractable at x* E D if the linearized in X, 
equation becomes index-3-tractable. 
Clearly, a direct criterion of index-3-tractability in terms off would be 
tine. To obtain such a criterion we introduce first 
G,(.Y, x, t) :=f;(y, x, t) +f:h x, r)Q(t), (4.4) 
A,(y, x, t) := G,(y, x, t) -f;(y, x, t)f”(t)Q(t). (4.5) 
Let Q,(,v, x, t) denote a projection onto ker(A,(y, x, t)), 
Gz(y, x, f) :-A,(Y> x, t)+f:b, x, t)P(t)Qih x, t). (4.6) 
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Now we assume P(t)PI( y, x, t) to be independent of y and Q(t)x so that 
we may denote 
mx, t) := P(t)P,(y, x, t), (4.7) 
Q(x, t) :- P(t) - Z7(x, t) = P(t)QI(y, x, t), (4.8) 
and 
qx, t) = fl(P(t)x, t), sz(x, t) = SZ(P(t)x, t) (4.9) 
are true. Note that this assumption seems to be not so hard from the 
viewpoint of the practically important example discussed at the end of this 
section. 
In case l7 is continuously differentiable we define 
A,(Y, x, t) := GAY, x, t) - A,(Y, x, t) 
x {FAX, [NY + P’(tb) + wx, t)}Qb, t), (4.10) 
GAY, x, t) :- A,(Y, x, t) +f:(y, x, tW(x> t)Q,(y, x, t), (4.11) 
where Q2(y, x, t) denotes a projection onto ker(rl,(y, x, t)). Recall from 
[ 51 that the nonsingularity of A i( y, x, t)) yields the transferability of (4.1), 
whereas a singular A,(y, x, t) but nonsingular A,(y, x, t) imply index-2- 
tractability. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let (A) be satisfied for (4.1) and x* ED. Let both 
A,( y, x, t) and A2( y, x, t) be singular in a neighbourhood of the “trajectory” 
ofx*, i.e., of 
f(x,):= (((Px*)‘(t)-P’(t)x,(t),x,(t), t): te [to, T-j} cR”xR”xR. 
Assume P(t) P,( y, x, t) to be independent of y and Q(t), there, as well as 
lT(x, t) defined by (4.7) to depend continuously differentiable on (x, t). 
Moreover, let Q,( y, x, t) depend continuously on (y, x, t). 
Then the DAE (4.1) is index-3-tractable locally around x* if and only if 
G3(y, x, t) remains nonsingular around l-(x,). 
Proof Denote 
y, := (Px,)’ - P’x*, 
A,(t) =f;(y,(t), x,(t), I), B*(t):-f:(Y*(tL x*(t), t), 
A,,:=A,+(B,-A*P’)Q. 
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Clearly, Q,,(t) := Q,(.Y,(~), x*(t), t) is a projection onto ker(A,,(t)) = 
WA,(.v,(t), x,(t), f)), further G&f) = GAY*(~), x,(r), r), G,> := A,, + 
B,PQ,,. Moreover, the identity 
P(r)P*,(t)= P(~)Pl(,v,(~), x*(t), f) = m-v*(r), t) 
= LqP(t)x*(f), f) 
makes clear that PP,, E C’( [to, T], L(R”)), since both 17 and Px, are 
continuously differentiable. 
Moreover, for A*2 := A,, + (B,-A.I(f’P,,)‘)pQ.l we have 
MY,(~), x,(t), t) = G,,(t) - &+&){~:(P(+&), tNPx,)‘(t) 
+ C(P(t)x,(t), Q> P(t)Q,l(f) 
= G,,(t) - A,,(t) f n(P(tb,(t), t) 
= A *2(f). 
Thus, A*2(f) is singular for all t, and Q,*(t) :=Qz(~,(t),x,(t), t) 
represents a projection onto ker(A,,(t)) . 
Finally, we introduce 
G,,(f) := A,,(t) + B,z(t)P(t)P,,(t)Q,2(r) 
= G,(Y,(~), y,(t), t). 
Trivially, if G,(y, x, t) remains nonsingular around T(x,) then G,,(t) is 
so for each t, i.e., (4.1) is index-3-tractable. Conversely, if G&t) is 
nonsingular for all t, then the Banach lemma implies G,(y, x, t) to be 
nonsingular around T(x,) since G,(y, x, t) depends continuously on 
cJ4 x3 t). I 
Brenan and Enquist [lo] consider the system 
o'(t)+F(u(t), u(t), w(t), t)=O 
u'(t) + G(u(t), u(t), t) = 0 (4.12) 
H(u( t), t) = 0 
whereas Lotstedt and Petzold [9] discuss a special case of (4.12) which 
arises in describing constrained mechanical systems. 
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Gear and Petzold [3] propose to define the global index of certain non- 
linear DAEs, in particular of (4.12), by differentiating the constraints and 
inserting the derivatives using the other equations. The global index is 
defined by the number of necessary steps of this kind. From this viewpoint, 
(4.12) has the global index 3 if the functions F, G, H are sufficiently smooth 
and the matrix function WUG:FK, remains everywhere nonsingular 
(cf. [lo]). 
In the following we apply Theorem 4.1 to show that (4.12) is index- 
3-tractable then. For this aim, we put (4.12) into the general form (4.1) 
where 
Compute 
KY, x, t) := 
- 
7 ro 
I 
I 1 Y+ 0 
1 
F(u, u, w, t) - 
G(v, u, f) 
Mu, t) _ 
r F: F: F:, 
0 
0 
Z 0 F’, 
A,=f;+f:Q= 0 I 0 [ 1 , 00 0 
R, OO- 
0 0 0 
-(F:,)- 0 O- 
1 
where (FL)- denotes a recursive generalized inverse of F’, and 
RF := FL(F;,)- is a projector function onto im(FL,). 
Now we assume im(FL) to depend only on U, v. This assumption is valid 
in the case of the constrained mechanical systems, where w always 
represents the Lagrangian mulitpliers. Then, w appears linearly in (4.12) 
(cf. [9] resp. (1.2)). 
Further, we obtain 
I+F;R,+M 0 F’,. 
A,= G;R, I 0 , 
0 0 0 1 
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where M := {(RF): y + (RF);} R,, M = MR,, 
Thus, we find that 
l ker(A,) n S, 
if and only if 
H:/?=O 
(Z+F;R,+MR,)ct+F;y=O (4.13) 
G;R,cr+P=O. 
By simple computations, we know the condition for H:G:FL to remain 
nonsingular to imply CI = 0, /I = 0, y = 0 in (4.13). Thus (4.12) is index- 
3-tractable. 
Note that for constrained mechanical systems (cf. (1.2)) we have simply 
Gi= -Z, F’,= -(H:)T, therefore H:G;F:=H;(H:)? 
Finally, it should be mentioned that after the sequences of matrices 
(2.3)-(2.7) and (4.4)-(4.11) are extended analogously up to Gk, where 
k 6 m, the notions “index-k-tractability” and “tractability” seem to suggest 
themselves. However, even if this hypothesis comes true, simply 
straightforward generalizing the statements proved for k = 2 and k = 3 in 
[S] and the present paper, respectively, would become very formal and 
fussy. In view of the current applications, the main interest is directed 
(cf. [9]) to the cases k < 3. This is why the present paper is concerned with 
a clear and detailed analysis of the case k = 3 only. 
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